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WHERE AM 1?
December 4. 1995

Charles S. Robertson. Jr.

As our President said last week when he announced
my paper, "Who cares?" Well, if you are in a small
fishing boat in a pea-soup fog off a dangerous passage
on the Massachusetts coast, you certainly care! You
also care if you are the master of a small ship in 1620
who believes he is off the coast of Virginia, but is
actually off Cape Cod! Actually, there should be a
sub-title to this paper, "And How Do I Get to Where I
want to Go." Obviously, once you know where you are,
you want to go somewhere else! What I plan to do is
present a short history of ocean navigation, a subject
I've been interested in for many years.
My interest in boats, ships, fishing, and the sea
is well known to most of you. Four of my papers have
been on these subjects. I have spent some part of
every summer since about 1936 on Cape Cod. Dad owned
one boat or another since about that time, and I have
had my own fishing boat for the last five years.
In
addition to "stink pots", I learned to sail and race,
both off Cape Cod and at college. The waters around
the Cape can be foggy in summer.
It's not uncommon to
be caught out on the water after a fishing trip, or
while cruising. It is also useful to be able to find
the good fishing places at night or during a hazy day.
When racing a sailboat, it is also a good idea to know
where you are! And also to know where your competition
is! So as a youth I learned simple coastwise
navigation, also known as piloting.
I learned to steer
by a compass, to convert engine speed to boat speed, to
plot courses on a chart and to determine the correct
course and distance to go.
I learned how to use a
depth finder and to correct for tide and current
effects. But all my experience was in one locality.
In my senior year at prep school, I took a half credit
course in navigation. This was in 1950. The
instructor was one of the math teachers, who a l so kept
a small sailboat in a nearby harbor. This was my first
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"And God
d e two great lights; the greater light
to ru l e the d a y, a nd the lesser light to rule the
n i ght: he a d e the stars also." i Early humanity lived
closer t o the h eavens than we do. with only fire and
simple lamps , with little air pollution, the stars, the
moon and the planets were visible on every clear night.
It is no t surpri s i ng that most early civilizations had
a better idea of the movements of the sun, the moon,
the stars , and t he planets than we moderns do. They
knew that there was a pole star, that the sun repeated
its trav e ls during the year, and that the planets were
wanderers whose movements were not regular, like the
stars, b ut whose movements could be ' learned by years of
observation and record keeping. However, this
knowl e dge was not used by sailors in the western world
u nt il fairly r ecently.
As chi l dren of western civilization, our sea-going
r oots go back to the Phoenicians, Egyptians, Greeks,
Romans, and the other sailors of the Mediterranean.
Although excellent sailors, their navigation consisted
of i s land hopping and c oastwise voyages. Unless driven
off course by storms, as Saint Paul was on his trip
from C~esarea to Ro e , by way of Malta. So, for
centurles, commerce was conducted in this fashion.
Even after moving int~ the Atl antic, beyond the Pillars
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of Hercules, the prudent navigator stayed close to,
land. The compass, in the form of a needle magnetlzed
with a lodestone, was apparently used by some pilots to
stay on course when out of sight of land.
The Vikings made many voyages to Iceland,
Greenland, and to the coast of North America. Most
nautical historians believe that each of these
discoveries was first made by ships which were blown
off course.
Being bold and curious folk, they
exploited these unexpected discoveries.
In the ninth
and tenth centuries the Vikings traveled great
distances, but as other medieval sailors, most of their
travels were near land and over well known routes.
In
fact, if you look at a globe, you can see that the
voyage from Scandinavia to Iceland, thence on to
Greenland, and finally down the coast of Labrador is
quite direct. To quote from Alan Villiers:
"To a
seaman the voyages to America were easy to accept.
They follow naturally the runs to Iceland and
Greenland.
In these high latitudes there is plenty of
easterly wind, and from Greenland to Labrador is no
great distance. One week at sea could well have
fetched a landfall. Off Labrador the pioneers could
catch a south-setting current to help them dow~ the
eastern seaboard at least as far as Cape Cod.""
By the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, European
sailors extended their voyages literally to the ends of
the earth, culminating in Magellan's voyage around the
world between 1519 and 1522. By this time, navigators
routinely used the sun and stars to determine latitude,
or how far north or south of the equator they were.
They had, however, no way of determining longitude, or
distance east or west of a reference point.
Part of
the problems encountered by Columbus, Magellan, and the
other sailors of the period were due to this lack. Of
course, another problem was that there was no clear
agreement as to the size of the earth, even though its
diameter had been measured fairly accurately by the
Greeks centuries earlier.
To measure even latitude was not easy. Tables
were available to give the celestial data for the Sun
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is as the classical "running your easting
down", used even by the Clipper ships. Of course, it
was necessary to be in the correct latitude if you
wanted a fair wind!
From the Americas to Europe, ships
would head north to catch the westerlies, while the
return voyage would go south to pick up the trade
winds. until the advent of the steamship, straight
courses were definitely not the shortest paths!
Before getting into the more modern navigation
techniques, which were developed starting in the
eighteenth century, I need to digress and talk about
the development of a surprisingly sophisticated
navigation system used by the Polynesians. From the
sixth century on, evidence shows that the peoples of
the Pacific were making long ocean voyages. Various
theories have been proposed as to the origins of these
peoples, but it is certain that they built ocean-going
canoes and, possibly, as theorized by. Thor Heyerdahl,
large balsa rafts.
In any event, by the time Europeans
reached the South Seas, they had developed a quite
sophisticated celesti al navigation system.
Try to visualize a clear starry night. For long
periods of ti e , the relative positions of the stars do
not change. The f ilia r constellations remain for
centuries. Each night stars rise in the east, pass
across the sky, and set in the west. Some of the stars
are always visible, and wheel around the appropriate
pole as the night progresses. In the northern
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hemisphere, polaris is always seen an~ shown as trut~
north. As you look straight up, poss1bly one star w111
be directly overhead. A little later, it will have
moved and perhaps another will be overhead. At any
instant , there is a point on earth directly below each
.
star. For example, on the second of June next spr1ng,
at 3:30 a.m. Eastern Daylight time, the bright star
Vega will be over a spot within 25 miles of Cincinnati,
essentially overhead. Later in the summer, the time
when Vega will be overhead will be earlier. Thus, if
you have a good star chart, and a good sense of time,
you could know which star was over any city or island.
This is actually what the Polynesians did. The
position of navigator was a lifetime one, and those
chosen had excellent memories. They also used various
types of maps made with sticks, shells, and string to
show where the islands were with relationship to the
winds and currents. Thus, as the night progressed, the
navigator would instruct the steersman which star to
steer for.
During the day, the wind and sea were used
to keep on a steady course. When near the desired
island, the presence of land could be determined by
observing clouds, land birds, and wave patterns.
During World War II, a book called the Raft Book was
supplied to sailors and airmen who might be forced into
a raft or small boat with no modern navigation
equipment.
It included a star chart which could be
overlaid on a chart of the Pacific. By using a normal
watch and a calendar, the star positions could be
determined accurately enough for rough navigation.
Please note that the Polynesian system was based
on determining which direction you wished to go. The
system really was not as concerned with were you were
as much as which way you should go. This is exactly
opposite from the way in which European navigation
developed. Our sea-going systems depend on knowing
where you are, and then computing a direction and
di~tance ~o y~ur objec~ive.
Although air navigation,
uS1ng rad10, 1S more 11ke the Polynesian sea
navigation still depends on knowing wher~ you are!
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nav igators. In the
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For the first
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enabled the
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essel. This improved the
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,
t it was still not
poss ible to e
itude accurately.
In 1714
the British gov,
ffered a prize of £20,000 for
any eans of det
a ship 's longitude to within
30 nautical ai es after a six weeks' voyage.
It was
clear that the
t involve being able to know
the exact t ' e at
p ace on earth. Basically, by
observat ion, one can determine local time with a
sextant and an a
c. I f, at the same time you know
a location, say Green ich , you can easily determine how
far east or west of Greenwich you are. Most of the
scholars of the day favored fairly complicated
astronomica l e thods. A favorite method was to
tabulate the exact time at which the moon passed in
front of a particular star. Obviously, this happens at
nearly the same instant everywhere on earth. In fact,
this is a good ethod of locating islands. From a ship
there are probl e ms , such as requiring a simUltaneous
determinat ion of l ocal times during, the day. The prize
was finall y won by a Yorkshire carpenter named John
Harrison. He built, between 1729 and 1760 four
practical marine timepieces, now called chronometers.
These spec ial watches kept time accurately enough to
permit the determination of longitude to within the
required tolerance. Today, with radio time signals and
digital quartz watches, few small boat sailors use real
chronometers.
with accurate time, a good sextant, an almanac,
and mathematical tables, a skilled navigator can
determine a ship's position within a few miles. ' This
is acceptable for offshore work. The methods used
until about 1840 were fairly unwieldy. The usual
practice,of navigation at sea involved mostly
observatl0ns of the sun. An early morning sight of the
sun is made, noting the altitude of the sun above the
horizon and the Greenwich time. Using an assumed
latitude, the longitude can be determined. Actually,
unless the sun is due east, the value of the longitude
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is only as good as the assumed latitude. Later, a
sight of the sun is taken at noon, when the sun is
either due north or due south. This determines the
latitude of the vessel. By estimating the course and
distance run since the morning time sight, an estimate
of the ship's position at noon can be obtained. This
is the traditional noon fix used by ships and a staple
of sea stories. In the last afternoon, another time
sight for longitude is made, and an estimate of the
ship's position made. Although this system worked, it
had drawbacks. For the best accuracy, sights had to be
made on bodies on the meridian, either north or south
of the vessel, or on bodies which were either due east
or due west. If clouds prevented observations at these
times, sights were much less useful.
In 1837, captain Thomas H. Sumner discovered a new
way of using the same tools. He was bound for Greenock
from Charleston in December. He had not been able to
get good sights for several days, was unsure of his
position, and was approaching the Welsh coast with
Ireland under his lee. A break in the clouds about 10
A.M. allowed him a good sight of the sun. Since the
sun was neither due east or due south, and since the
ship's latitude was uncertain, Captain Sumner computed
the longitude for three assumed latitudes. When he
plotted the three sets of positions on his chart, they
formed a straight line passing through a distant
lighthouse in the general direction he was heading. He
realized that, although the ship's exact position was
unknown, he must be somewhere on this line. The ship
was steered on the course towards the lighthouse, which
was sighted in less than an hour. The Sumner line of
position had been discovered, and has become the
primary method of using celestial navigation.
Geometrically, Captain Sumner had discovered the
circle of equal altitude. Remember that, at any
instant, a given celestial body is directly overhead
somewhere on earth. If you are a distance away from
that point, the height of the star above the horizon is
called its altitude. If you visualize the star as the
top of a big tower, there will be many points around
the tower from which the top appears to be the same
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At the prese t time, the practice of celestial
navigation at sea
ke almost exclusive use of Sumner
lines of position, as the computed circles of equal
altitude are ~led. The details of computing the
actual line of position from a sight vary from basic
formulas to hand-held calculators which not only
perform the calculations, but which include a complete
built- in a1manac of celestial data. Typically, short
tabular ethods are used, along with pre-printed forms.
These methods are fairly rapid and tend to eliminate
errors. Even if a navigator used a computer for normal
work, the tabular methods provide a backup in case of
computer problems. Also, none of the calculational
tools has simplified the actual taking of sights. This
remains an art, which can only be learned with
practice. On a large ship in smooth waters, it still
takes practice, but at sea in a small yacht, it is a
difficult task. Even today, I still think that it is
rather amazing that one can locate his position to
within a few iles with a plastic sextant, a quartz
watch, an almanac, and a short tabular solution method.
These are the ethods used up to and including
most of World ar II. Ships and fleets were navigated
with piloting skills and the celestial navigation
discussed above.
e advent of radar and sonar at that
time started the shift to electronic navigation that we
see today.
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The advent of electronic navigat ion e thods ,
coupled with the mathematical abilities of e ver more
miniature computers has revolutionized the a rt o f
navigation. From the ships to outboards , the methods
of finding where you are and how to get to where you
want to go have changed drastically. The methods I
will discuss include radar, sonar, Loran , Omega , GPS,
and inertial systems. In addition I will me nt i on
digital mapping, fluxgate compasses, and automatic
pilots as they are coupled into a complete navigation
system. I'll conclude with an example of some of the
problems with the new methods.
Sonar and radar were both developed around the
time of World War II, and the rapid development of both
was due to their role in warfare rather than as
navigation devices. Everybody is aware that sonar, or
asdic as the British called it, was developed to detect
enemy submarines. This system sends out underwater
sound signals. The reflected signal is detected, and
both the distance and direction are important. When
used for navigation, the direction is generally
straight down, and the information displayed is simply
the depth. This is the simple electronic depth finder,
now becoming difficult to find. Replacing it are
devices called fish finders. These use some sort of
CRT screen to display not only the depth, but also the
bottom contour that the ship has passed over. In
addition, as its name implies, schools of fish, and
possibly even individual large fish are displayed.
Fancier units can look ahead and to the side to give a
better picture of the sea bottom or schools of fish.
For navigation, depth finders replace the traditional
lead line as a means of locating ones position, using
the depths from charts. I suspect that the Queen
Elizabeth II might not have run aground in Vineyard
Sound if their forward-looking sonar, which I assume
she had, had been on and monitored.
Radar was also developed to detect enemy ships and
airplanes. In its modern version, a rotating antenna
sends out very high frequency radio waves. The weak
signals reflected back tO,the s~me anten~a are
detected. Distance of obJects ~s deterrn~ned by the
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detection.
· ffs will block the land behind
them. And ,
re
rtantly, the direction and speed
of other vessels i s not apparent. To determine another
vessel's course and speed, the navigator must plot
successive bear i ngs and distances, on paper, or at
least mentally.
It is that omission which is thought
to be the cause of the collision of the Andrea Doria
with the Stockholm in July of 1956. The primary use of
radar is to avoid collision and to see where you are
going in bad weather or at night. When in range of
prominent charted objects, it can also be used to
locate your position. The cruise ship I was on used
this method in the Caribbean sa a backup navigation
tool.
In this mode, the distance and bearing to an
island can be determined and plotted, even in bad
weather.
Both sonar and radar work by using a selfcontained system. Nothing outside the ship is needed
to use them. There is a navigation device, used
primarily by the military and by aircraft, which can
also determine a ship's position without an external
reference. This is the inertial navigation system. It
uses gyroscopic elements and accelerometers, along with
a computer, to determine the direction and distance
moved since it was started. It was originally
developed for issile guidance and later adapted for
other military purposes. I believe that some
co~ercial aircraft use this system for transoceanic
fl 7ghts. Howeve:, I have not heard of inertial systems
beIng used for eIther commercial ships or for pleasure
craft:
In any case, newer developments have made this
techn1que less necessary.
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Loran and Omega are two electronic systems which
allow a ship to determine its position by receiving
radio signals from land-based stations. Loran, short
for Long Range Navigation, was started during World War
II, and was used solely by the military until about
1960, when commercial ships began to use it. A muchimproved system was deployed in 1980, and is the system
now in use. This system covers most of the United
states, including Ohio, as well as some other areas of
the world. The range of the shore stations is
approximately twelve hundred miles. Typical accuracy,
using a chart location for a place one has not
previously been to, is about 600 feet.
That is, if you
read the latitude and longitude of a harbor entrance
off of a chart, you should be able to get within about
600 feet of it. Accuracy to a place that you have been
to and recorded is much better, about 50 feet, for
example, returning to a good fishing hole.
If you
remember my discussion of accuracy with celestial
navigation, where several miles error is a good fix,
you can appreciate the improvement, especially when
Loran can be used at night, in fog, essentially
continuously. Modern Loran receivers contain a
sophisticated microcomputer, which provides the
navigator with a complete system. You can store the
locations of harbors, buoys, fishing holes, and lobster
pots in the computer. Using these, courses and
distances can be computed. since the signal is being
received continuously, the computer shows your current
location, speed, and time to reach your next
destination. When I started using my Loran set, it
changed my whole outlook on foggy-day fishing.
Now I
did know where I was!
Omega is similar to Loran in that it uses landbased transmitters. However, it is a global system,
using eight stations to cover the entire globe.
Its
accuracy is much poorer than Loran, one or two miles.
In addition, the receiver must be started at a known
position and kept running for the entire voyage.
~ec7ivers are quite a bit more expensive than Loran, so
1t 1S mostly used by ocean-going ships. With the
advent of satellite based systems, I do not expect
Omega to be around too much longer.
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e
red the use of satellite
navigat io
system called TRANSIT has
been a v a "
of years. Typical accuracy
while
tenth of a mile. This is
better
e system can be used anywhere
on the
_ 93, the satellite system of the
future i s
Positioning System.
Developed
ent of Defense, and similar to
a competing
stem, GPS uses 21 operational "
sate llites
es. These orbit the earth so that
at least
s i n range of a receiver. This was
the syst
ing Operation Desert storm. Because
it is bas ically a
"li tary system, the signals
availab l e t o
e q eneral public have been degraded.
Accuracy for c ' v ' ' an purposes is about 100 yards.
Note that thi s i s better than Loran, when using a
position you hav e not been to, but not as good as Loran
when return ing to a previous position. The accuracy of
GPS has had an unexpected effect for cruising
yachtsmen. Many islands in the Eastern Caribbean were
located in the nineteenth century using celestial
methods. Errors of up to one and a half minutes of
longitude have been found. The details of the islands
may be exact, but the whole island is misplaced! The
Coast Guard is developing a system called Differential
GPS to improve the accuracy near harbors and in us
coastal waters. They plan to convert a number of
exist ing coastal radiobeacon stations to transmit a
correction signal. with this correction, accuracies of
about 10 yards are expected. During trials, positions
to within one yard were achieved. When fully
implemented, this should be ~ . fantastically good
system. My latest reference 111 indicated that, barring
technical or budget problems, this Differential GPS
should be operational on the Great Lakes, and the
Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf coasts by January next
year. The inland rivers, including the Ohio river, is
planned for a year l ater.
As with edem Loran receivers, a GPS receiver
contains a microco p u ter which allows the storage of
positions, the calculation of courses, the
determination of speed , and other goodies. Right now,
one catalog I have offers an hand-held GPS receiver for
$199.99, plus sh ipping and handling! With this, you
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know where you are to within 300 feet anywhere in the
world! For my boat, it would cost about $1000 to get a
p~rmanently mounted GPS with differential capability.
W1th that, I would know where I was to within 10 yards!
. ~long with Loran and GPS ability to locate your
pos1t10n and to handle most of the mathematical burdens
of navigation come several other related innovations.
These are the fluxgate compass, autopilots electronic
charts, and the sophisticated means of co~unicating
between them. The fluxgate compass is a true magnetic
compass. Instead of a magnetized needle to point to
the poles, it has an electronic sensor that measures
the direction of the earth's magnetic field without
moving parts. There are several advantages to this.
First, the sensors can be located on the ship at a
place where there is less interference, with the
readout located at the helmsman's station. Second, the
ship's course is now available electronically to other
systems.
In one sense, the fluxgate compass has
brought the flexibility of large gyrocompass systems
used of large ships to much smaller vessels.
Autopilots have been used by large ships and
planes for many years. Now they are available for
yachts and small pleasure boats. The prices are not
excessive, and they are fairly easy to install. with
course input from a fluxgate compass, and position
input from GPS or Loran, a small vessel can be steered
electronically from point to point with little human
intervention. Electronic charts are another innovation
in navigation.
Derived from regular government charts,
they are displayed on TV-like CRT screens. The area
covered can be varied by a simple control, and you can
zoom in or out to see what detail you wish.
Data from
a f1uxgate compass, and from Loran or GPS allows your
position, course, and speed to be displayed on the
chart.
I have seen advertisements for devices which
allow you to see both a radar image and the electronic
chart at the same time. Both images show your
location, course, and speed.
If you can assimilate all
this information, you should not only know where you
are, but where you are going and who's around you!
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e right data in, and the equipment
be all right. A recent incident
appen when things go wrong.

This s
er , June tenth,. the cruise ship Royal
Majesty, ran aground on the Rose and Crown shoals about
10 miles east of antucket.
It was equipped with a
complete navigation system coupled to an autopilot.
It
had at least two radar sets, Loran, depth finders, and
all the rest. Apparently the ship had been on
autopilot and computer control for many hours before
the grounding.
During that time the bridge was fully
manned, and watches were maintained. The Rose and
Crown shoals are seventeen miles from the channel the
ship planned to use, and the water leading up to the
shoals is much shallower than that in the channel. The
actual cause of the system error was due to a break in
the cable between the GPS antenna and the equipment on
the bridge. Due to several system related errors, the
navigation syste did not recognize that it was not
getting accurate data; in fact it · was getting no dat,a !
Apparently a watch officer noticed land, Nantucket, on
the short-range radar , where it should not have been
visible, and called the captain. The captain slowed
the ship as it eased onto the shoal. Fortunately, no
ohe was injured, as the weather was excellent. The
real problem with this incident is not that the
.
mechani 7a1 system failed , but that the human system
also fa1led.
It has been a rule at sea for many years
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that, if possible, you should have two separa~e mea~s
of navigating the ship. For example, the crulse ShlP I
was on last year used GPS as their primary navigation
tool. The secondary method was the long-range radar
they carried. The Royal Majesty could have checked her
position by long-range radar, by Loran, with her depth
finder, or even by radio bearings. The fact that she
did not is the real reason for the grounding. The
captain resigned after the incident and the navigation
officer was replaced by the ship's owners.
I find three points most interesting about this
whole subject. First, the development of celestial
navigation from crude beginnings to a sophisticated
system requiring quite a bit of training and the
acquisition of special skills to know where he or she
is. Second, the conversion of this skill into almost a
folk art in a few decades by the development of
satellite and computer based systems which allow anyone
to know where he or she is. Third, the realization
that no matter how good a system is, sooner or later it
will fail. And then you have a second way of knowing
where you are!

iThe Holy Bible, King James version, Genesis 1:16
ii capt . Alan Villiers, 1962, Men, Ships, and the Sea,
National Geographic Society

iiiphilip Arcuni, united States Power Squadron, Marine
Electronics Committee, in USPS Ensign, page 40, October
1995

